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Suzuki Mehran has to be the longest running and highest selling small car in Pakistan that has earned the 
ire of many amidst massive demand. Pakistan Suzuki Motor Company (PSX: PSMC) has finally 
announced its retirement—the Mehran sans air-conditioner model VX will stop production in November of 
this year while the VXR is expected to stop production sometimes next year, though the latter is not an 
official announcement. The car is globally known as Suzuki Alto and is Alto’s second-generation—today, 
Alto is in its eighth edition. Most countries that were manufacturing this version of Alto retired the model a 
long time ago—Pakistan is finally catching up.  
 
Alto was first introduced in the country as Suzuki FX and was available till 1988. A year later, Mehran was 
introduced and till date is still being produced. Its equivalent was available in India as Suzuki Maruti 800, 
introduced about the time FX was launched in Pakistan, but the car was phased out between 2010 and 
2014 as the company did not want to upgrade the model with Euro-IV emission standards.  
 
In India however, Suzuki was able to phase this outdated vehicle out due to lower demand for Maruti 800 
brought forth by rising volumes overall and ability of the industry to launch more variety, hence better 
alternatives available for car buyers. That industry has had ten renowned players including Renault, Ford 
and Volkswagen, as compared to Pakistan’s three. The country had an annual domestic sales of 3.3 
million units in FY18 (2013: 2.7 million), nearly half of which were sales made by Suzuki Maruti. But 
perhaps comparisons with India, the seventh largest producer and the fourth larger exporter of 
automobiles, seems a little absurd despite the clear similarities between the two economies in terms of 
demographics.  
 
It is interesting that in an interview in January with Loads Limited CEO, Munir Bana thought it was 
unfortunate that Suzuki was phasing out the model. He argued that Mehran was the most economical car 
in the country in terms of cost, mileage and maintenance. With more than 90 percent localization, “it is a 
good car for the middle class”, he argued.  
 
While it is true that since the car is so widely sold, its parts are readily available at every corner shop at 
very cheap rates. Since it has a small engine and has a lower price tag than other vehicles, the natural 
progression for a small family travelling on a motorcycle is to buy a Mehran. In the corporate world, 
Mehran or Cultus are normally considered to be the first cars that are handed to employees after a 
promotion into a managerial position.  
 
Some argue that even at its current price tag (in Dec-17, Rs0.73 million; in Aug-18, Rs0.84 million for 
VXR), it is only considered affordable because other vehicles are so expensive. Used cars, the likes of 
Daihatsu Mira and Move, Nissan Dayz, and higher engine Toyota Vitz which are widely considered better 
quality and technologically advanced are sold at an incremental Rs0.3-0.4 million. With bank financing 
available, sales for these cars have surged.  
 
Over the years, it has been considered as the cheapest in quality and the least safe car manufactured in 
the country, nay anywhere in the world. But apart from meaningless cosmetic variations, virtually no 
technological up-gradation or inclusion of safety contraptions, let alone any drive pleasure, Mehran was 
the second highest selling vehicle in the country after Toyota Corolla in FY18. The industry on the whole 
can be blamed for this travesty as little investments have been made overall, particularly in the small 
engine category. Failed policies in the past to nurture a path for new entrants can also be blamed for low 
volumes, and low variety as this allowed for the three carmakers to stay complacent.  



 
The excitement of the industry on the other hand can be gauged from the massive response of car buyers 
toward used cars, and sales of new local models like Honda Br-V and Toyota Fortuner. A special mention 
should be made for Suzuki Wagon-R which is only manual and is selling like hot cakes, on the back of 
which Suzuki’s market share has grown to 56 percent in FY18 (FY17: 54%).  
 
Now with a few new carmakers venturing the Pakistani automobile space, vehicles should be upgraded 
faster, and the industry should invest in new models, vendors, and spare parts market after every five 
years. If they don’t, hopefully, competition should take care of it.  
 
 
 
 


